Tea is the dried and processed leaf of evergreen shrubs called *Camellia sinensis* or *Thea sinensis*. According to Chinese legend, probably in 2737 B.C., in the period of Emperor Shen Nung, a few tea leaves accidentally slipped into a can of steaming water which was sipped and, thus, tea became popular. Its fame gradually spread to different countries of the globe through the travellers of China. The merchants of East India Company were primarily responsible for the development of tea planting and tea trade which together today comprise the tea industry in India.

While the growth of the industry during the decades following 1980 in terms of rise in production or in average yield has been phenomenal, two facts cannot escape our attention:

i) The growth of production of tea when considered on a year to year basis was marked by violent ups and downs; and

ii) India's share in the global tea production as well as global exports of tea had been persistently declining since 1950-51. The decline has been particularly sharp in recent years.

At a time when both the domestic market and the international market for tea had been witnessing steady expansion of demand, the Indian tea industry failed to encash this opportunity offered by the favourable market conditions.

The aforesaid failure of the Indian tea industry to encash the opportunities offered by favourable market conditions in both domestic and the export markets seem surprising because since the later part of the nineteenth century, India had been the world-leader in production and exports of tea. Tea also is the one industry where India continues to enjoy till today enormous advantages in terms of her long accumulated experiences, market access and labour skill.

In the export market while India's share was continuously sliding over time, there were aggressive competitors like Kenya and China who could wrest successfully sizable shares of the said market.

In the domestic market, the problem was of a different dimension. The upsurge in domestic consumption of tea in India created grounds for rapid rise in prices of tea. While the retail prices of tea had been continuously falling during the last two decades,
the price level in the auction market (where the producing gardens were offering their products for sale) was subject to violent fluctuations. The over-reliance on auction market and the observed apathy of the tea producers towards the application of innovative marketing practices and distribution channels frequently jeopardized the financial health of the gardens and had adverse bearing on growth of production.

The observed failure, as indicated above, of the Indian tea industry to encash the available opportunities both in the domestic and in the export market and hence to actualize its growth potential gives rise to a number of important questions:

i) How the global tea market as well as the tea market in India had been growing particularly in the recent past?

ii) How the Indian tea industry has actually performed in the marketing front? To put it otherwise, has the tea industry in India been able to encash the opportunities offered by the favourable market conditions?

iii) What are the current marketing practices of the Indian tea industry? Particularly, how the industry has been handling the ‘marketing mix’ in the domestic market and also in the export market?

iv) How the marketing practices have evolved during the last two decades? What has been the impact of liberalization on the marketing practices of firms? And,

v) What have been the major marketing challenges faced by the Indian tea producing firms and how at industry level they have responded to these challenges?

In the present study we make a modest attempt to find out the answers of the aforesaid questions.
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